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Topological superconductivity is an exotic state of matter that supports Majorana zero-modes,
which are surface modes in 3D, edge modes in 2D or localized end states in 1D [1, 2]. In the case
of complete localization these Majorana modes obey non-Abelian exchange statistics making them
interesting building blocks for topological quantum computing [3, 4]. Here we report superconduc-
tivity induced into the edge modes of semiconducting InAs/GaSb quantum wells, a two-dimensional
topological insulator [5–10]. Using superconducting quantum interference, we demonstrate gate-
tuning between edge-dominated and bulk-dominated regimes of superconducting transport. The
edge-dominated regime arises only under conditions of high-bulk resistivity, which we associate with
the 2D topological phase. These experiments establish InAs/GaSb as a robust platform for fur-
ther confinement of Majoranas into localized states enabling future investigations of non-Abelian
statistics.

Several studies have reported topological superconduc-
tivity in 3D [11] and 1D [12–15] materials. In 2D semi-
conductor quantum wells a topological insulator (TI) is
identified by the observation of a quantum spin Hall effect
[5, 6]. In this phase the 2D bulk is a gapped insulator and
transport only occurs in gapless edge states. These edge
modes are counter-propagating, spin-polarized channels,
known as helical modes, which are protected against elas-
tic backscattering in the presence of time-reversal sym-
metry. To date, only two 2D TI systems have been iden-
tified experimentally: HgTe/HgCdTe quantum wells [8]
and InAs/GaSb double quantum wells [10–16]. The ori-
gin of the TI phase is different for the two materials: rel-
ativistic band-bending for HgTe/HgCdTe [7] and type-II
broken band alignment for InAs/GaSb [9]. Recent scan-
ning microscopy experiments have confirmed the pres-
ence of edge currents in both 2D TIs [17, 18]. The two
different material classes are considered interesting com-
plementary alternatives for topological studies.
Effects from proximitizing 2D TIs with superconduc-

tors have been investigated, such as excess currents due
to Andreev reflection [19] and Josephson effects in SNS
(superconductor-normal-superconductor) junctions [20],
as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). To demonstrate topological
superconductivity (TS), however, it needs to be shown
that superconducting transport takes place along the he-
lical edges, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Here we demonstrate
explicitly edge-mode superconductivity in InAs/GaSb.
Recently, a similar experiment was reported by Hart et

al. in the HgTe material [21]. Below, we discuss the
topological and helical aspects of this edge-mode super-
conductivity.
A straightforward consequence of the conventional
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SNS junction in contrast to an edge-mode superconduct-
ing junction can be observed in a superconducting quan-
tum interference (SQI) measurement, where a perpen-
dicular magnetic field induces oscillations in the ampli-
tude of the superconducting current. A conventional SNS
junction yields the Fraunhofer pattern, as shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1(a). In the case of edge-mode
superconductivity only the junction effectively acts as a
SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device)
with a well-known Φ0-periodic interference pattern, see
bottom panel of Fig. 1(b).

To specify this further, we consider a short Josephson
junction (defined as L ≪ ζ, where L is the contact sep-
aration and ζ = h̄v/∆ind is the superconducting coher-
ence length in the junction material with Fermi velocity
v and induced gap ∆ind) which has a sinusoidal current-
phase relation. In this case, the Josephson supercurrent,
Is(Bz), is given by the Fourier transform of the density
profile of the critical current, Jc(x), taken at a perpen-
dicular magnetic field Bz = 0:

Is(Bz) = Im

[
ˆ ∞

−∞

Jc(x)e
ikx+φ0dx

]

,

with the effect of magnetic field included in k =
2πLBz/Φ0 [22], and where φ0 is the superconducting
phase difference between the contacts. The critical cur-
rent becomes

Ic(Bz) ≡ max [Is(Bz)] =

∥

∥

∥

∥

ˆ ∞

−∞

Jc(x)e
ikxdx

∥

∥

∥

∥

.

For a spatially-uniform Jc(x) = constant, the
SQI pattern has the typical Fraunhofer form,
|sin(πLWBz/Φ0)/(πLWBz/Φ0)|, with a central lobe
of width 2Φ0 and side lobes of width Φ0 (Φ0 = h/2e
is the superconducting flux quantum), see Fig. 1(a).
In contrast, for edge-mode superconductivity, the SQI
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FIG. 1. Band structure and SQI patterns. The top panel
shows schematic band diagrams for InAs/GaSb quantum
wells. Due to the type-II broken band alignment within the
heterostructure, the electron (red) and hole (blue) 2D-bulk
bands cross. Coupling between these bands opens up a topo-
logical gap, which is crossed by gapless, linearly-dispersive
helical edge states. (a), When the Fermi level is in one of
the bulk bands (coloured rectangles) the critical current den-
sity profile is spatially uniform (middle panel) and the corre-
sponding SQI has a Fraunhofer-like shape with a central lobe
of width 2Φ0 and side lobes of width Φ0 (bottom panel). (b),
When the Fermi level is in the topological gap and crosses the
helical edge modes (coloured rectangle), the current density
profile is localized at the edges (middle panel) and the cor-
responding SQI has a SQUID-like shape (bottom panel). A
2Φ0-periodic SQI is expected for the helical edge modes in the
absence of quasiparticle poisoning (2 phases are possible, as
shown by the dashed lines in the bottom panel, depending on
whether or not the two edges have the same fermion parity).
Quasiparticle poisoning can induce fermion parity switches
that restore the Φ0 periodicity even for helical modes (bot-
tom panel, solid line).

is simply Φ0-periodic (see Fig. 1(b)). Note that this
analysis does not include effects with topological origin,
such as when the edge modes have helical character. In
that case the SQI can become 2Φ0-periodic [1, 2], as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and discussed later in the paper.

Before investigating the superconducting regime, we
first describe normal state transport in our Ti/Al-
InAs/GaSb-Ti/Al junctions (details of the device geom-
etry are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)). We focus on one
device (device A) and map out the normal state resis-
tance, RN, when superconductivity is suppressed by a
Bz = 0.1 T (Fig. 2(a)). The junction has width W =

FIG. 2. Device layout and normal state transport. (a),
False colour scanning electron microscope image of a typical
S-InAs/GaSb-S junction. The superconducting material, S,
is Ti(5 nm)/Al(150 nm) (see Supplementary Figure S12 for
devices with NbTiNx contacts). (b), Cross-sectional view of
device layout. (c), Phase diagram measured on InAs/GaSb
(device A, cooldown 1). RN is measured using a DC excitation
current Isd = 5 nA. The Ti/Al contacts are driven into the
normal state by an applied field Bz = 100 mT. The dashed
rectangle refers to the data discussed in Fig. 5. (d), Line cuts
showing RN as a function of Vtg for three different Vbg values
(corresponding to the dashed lines in c).

3.9 µm and contact separation L = 400 nm, significantly
shorter than the edge mode decoherence length of 2 to 4
µm [10, 16]. Transport is gate-tuned using the n+ GaAs
substrate as a back gate, and a Ti/Au top gate. As the
topgate voltage, Vtg, is tuned from positive to negative,
a resistance peak develops indicating a charge neutrality
point (CNP) [16, 23] when the Fermi energy is located in
the topological gap (see upper panel in Fig. 1(b)). For
more positive Vtg, the Fermi level is moved up into the
conduction band and the dominant charge carriers are
electrons, while for more negative Vtg the Fermi level is
moved down into the valence band and charge transport
is dominated by holes. This interpretation is confirmed
by measurements in the quantum Hall regime performed
on material from the same growth batch [23]. The posi-
tion of the CNP shifts to more positive Vtg as the back
gate voltage, Vbg, is tuned more negative, as shown in
the line cuts in Fig. 2(b), in qualitative agreement with
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FIG. 3. Josephson effect (device A, cooldown 2). (a), dV/dI vs. Isd and Vtg at B = 0, showing gate-tunable supercurrent
through the junction (Vbg = 0.1 V). The three main transport regions are indicated by the labels n (Fermi level in the
conduction band), p (Fermi level in the valence band) and CNP (Fermi level at the charge neutrality point). (b), I-V traces
without microwaves (black) and with microwaves (red), with fRF= 1.288 GHz. Inset: frequency-dependence of the Shapiro
step height, showing the expected linear dependence. (c), Dependence of the Shapiro plateaus on microwave field amplitude,

P 1/2, for Vtg = 5 V and Vbg = 0.2 V. The white dashed line indicates the line cut corresponding to the red curve in (b).

band structure calculations [9]. The maximum resistance
at the CNP is ∼ 7 kΩ. This value is smaller than the
ideal quantized value of h/2e2 (∼ 13 kΩ) expected for
transport only via helical edge modes, indicating some
residual bulk conductivity.

For Bz < 11 mT we observe a supercurrent, a direct
consequence of the DC Josephson effect. We define the
switching current, ISW, as the value of the applied bias
current when the developed voltage jumps from virtu-
ally zero to a finite value (see Fig. 3(b)). ISW is tuned
by means of gate voltages: as Vtg becomes less positive
ISW first decreases, then saturates at a minimum value
for Vtg near the CNP, and then increases again for more
negative Vtg due to hole-mediated transport through the
bulk (Fig. 3(a)). To unambiguously establish the Joseph-
son nature of our junctions, we irradiate the device with
microwaves of frequency fRF. We observe the famil-
iar Shapiro ladder [24] with steps at V = nhfRF/2e
(n = 1, 2, . . .). Fig. 3(b) shows a particular comparison
of I-V curves measured without and with the microwaves,
the latter showing the characteristic Shapiro steps, which
are a consequence of the AC Josephson effect. The step
heights exhibit the expected linear dependence when fRF

is varied (inset of Fig. 3(b)). Fig. 3(c) shows the char-
acteristic modulation of the widths of the Shapiro steps
by the magnitude of the applied microwave field. Similar
data near the CNP is shown in Supplementary Figure S8.

Having established the DC and AC Josephson effect
in our InAs/GaSb junctions, we next analyze the spa-
tial distribution of the supercurrent by performing SQI
measurements at different gate values, see Fig. 4. As
shown by Dynes and Fulton [22], the current density pro-
file Jc(x) can be determined from the measured SQI pro-
vided the phase of the complex Fourier transform can be

reliably estimated. This method was recently used to es-
tablish induced superconductivity in the edge modes of
HgTe/HgCdTe [21]. We first comment on the validity
of the Dynes and Fulton approach for our devices. The
superconducting coherence length for an edge mode ve-
locity v ≈ 4.6 · 104 m/s in InAs/GaSb [25] is ζ ≥ 240 nm
(using ∆ind ≤ ∆ ≈ 125 µeV, with ∆ the superconducting
gap of the electrodes, see Supplementary Figure S9). We
have verified that in our limit (where L is of order ζ) the
SQI pattern is only weakly sensitive to deviations from a
perfect sinusoidal I-Φ relation, so the Dynes and Fulton
short junction approach is indeed justified.

Figure 4 summarizes our main result: gate-tuning from
bulk to edge-mode superconductivity. The figure shows
SQI data at representative points in gate space indicated
in Fig. 2(c), along with the current density profiles ex-
tracted using the Dynes and Fulton approach [21, 22].
We observe three regimes: I) a distinct Fraunhofer pat-
tern when the Fermi energy is in the conduction band.
The corresponding current density profile indicates that
most of the current is carried by the bulk (Fig. 4(a),(b)).
II) a SQUID-like interference when the Fermi energy is
near the CNP. In this regime, the supercurrent density
is clearly edge-mode dominated (Fig. 4(c),(d)). III)
A return to a Fraunhofer-like pattern as the Fermi en-
ergy enters the valence band. Here, the current distribu-
tion acquires a large bulk contribution, but edge modes
also contribute over the range of accessible gate voltage
values (Fig. 4(e),(f)). Supplementary Figures S3-5 in-
clude additional SQI patterns measured at other points
within gate space. Taken together, these data clearly
demonstrate gate tuning between bulk and edge-mode
superconductivity in InAs/GaSb. As a further check, we
studied a non-topological InAs-only junction (device B),
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FIG. 4. Superconducting quantum interference (SQI) patterns and corresponding current density profiles. (a),(b), In the
n-region (Vtg = 4.8 V and Vbg = 0.2 V). (c),(d), At the CNP (Vtg = −0.3 V and Vbg = −0.4 V). (e),(f), In the p-region
(Vtg = −4.8 V and Vbg = 0.15 V). Data was measured on device A (cooldown 1). The gate values are indicated (I-III) in Fig.
2(c). The effective device area used to extract Jc(x) was determined by requiring that the nodes of the SQI pattern be at
multiples of Φ0. Given the lithographic width, W = 3.9 µm, we compute an effective junction length Leff ∼ 640 nm. This is
longer than the contact separation, L = 400 nm, due to flux focusing by the superconducting contacts.

where, as expected, a SQUID-like SQI was not observed
(see Supplementary Figure S11).

The edge-mode SQI data typically shows conventional
Φ0-periodicity, e.g. as in Fig. 4(c). However, over a cer-
tain gate range (see dashed rectangle in Fig. 2(c)) we
observe a striking even-odd pattern in the interference
lobes. An example is shown in Fig. 5(a). This 2Φ0-
periodic effect is also seen in another device with differ-
ent contact material (see Supplementary Figure S12). To
the best of our knowledge, this observation can have two
types of interpretations, one conventional and one that
explicitly requires including topological effects. First, the
conventional Dynes and Fulton analysis would require a
current density profile containing three peaks, two at the
edges and one in the middle (see Fig. 5(b)). Simula-
tions of such 2Φ0-SQI (Supplementary Figure S13) indi-
cate that this conventional analysis would require a third
channel that is within 10% of the device center. It is
improbable that such an effect would occur in two sep-
arate devices. A second, alternative, explanation is that
the 2Φ0-periodicity could instead originate from what is
known as the fractional Josephson effect [26]. In this
interpretation, the edge modes contain Majorana zero-
modes. Josephson-coupled Majoranas transport a charge

e, instead of the conventional 2e Cooper pair charge, re-
sulting in a doubling of the SQI periodicity [27, 28]. This
interpretation, however, requires a quasiparticle poison-
ing time scale that is in excess of the measurement time
(tens of seconds). Using existing techniques [29], future
experiments should directly measure quasiparticle poi-
soning to further establish the topological nature of this
2Φ0-periodic effect.

Methods: The InAs/GaSb quantum wells were
grown using Molecular Beam Epitaxy on n+ (001) GaAs
substrates. Two different material batches were used: a
batch grown using high mobility Ga (HM) and a batch
using lower-mobility Ga (LM). The LM batch has lower
residual bulk conductance near the CNP. Measurements
were performed in a dilution refrigerator with a mixing
chamber temperature of 16 mK equipped with a three-
axis vector magnet. SQI patterns corresponding to an
edge-mode current density profile were observed in three
devices: device A from the main text (HM heterostruc-
tures and Al contacts), and devices C and D (based on
LM heterostructures and with NbTiNx contacts, see Sup-
plementary Figure S12). Device A was measured in two
separate cooldowns. No significant changes in the de-
vice properties were observed between cooldowns. Off-
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FIG. 5. 2Φ0-periodic quantum interference pattern. (a), SQI pattern measured at Vtg = 5.5 V and Vbg = −0.8 V, showing a
pronounced even-odd effect with 2Φ0 periodicity. (b), The corresponding current density profile assuming a conventional I-Φ
relation.

sets in Bz of up to a few mT due to trapped flux in
the superconducting magnets or leads were subtracted
in the plotted SQI data. The spatial resolution of the
current density profiles extracted from SQI patterns is
∼ WΦ0/∆Φ, where ∆Φ is the magnetic flux range of the
SQI measurement. In each of the plots, the FWHM of
the InAs/GaSb edge modes is near the Fourier resolution
limit and represents an upper bound on the actual width
of the edge mode. The maximum ∆Φ is limited by re-
duced visibility of the oscillations for Bz ≥ 11 mT in the
case of Al contacts, and by switches along the Bz axis
in the case of NbTiNx contacts (presumably due to flux
depinning in the leads, see Supplementary Figure S12).
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Figure S1. Device images and measurement setup. Optical microscope image of a completed S-InAs/GaSb-S

junction, similar to device A discussed in the main text. The inset shows a scanning electron microscope image for

the InAs/GaSb mesa, defined using electron beam lithography and wet etching. The mesa was isolated by a selective

wet etch that stops at the 50 nm-thick AlSb barrier (see heterostructure schematic in Fig. 2(b) in the main text).

The stack was also selectively wet-etched down to the InAs layer, leaving behind an unetched ridge (600 nm-wide

in the inset). Ridges were selected based on optical inspection and contacted by depositing Ti (5 nm)/Al (150 nm)

onto the exposed InAs layer using e-beam evaporation. This was followed by sputtering a 100 nm-thick Si3N4 gate

dielectric layer and evaporating the Ti/Au top gate. For the measurements, two wires were bonded to each Ti/Al

contact, enabling quasi-four-terminal measurements with separate current and voltage wires from room temperature

down to the device bonding pads.
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Device name Width (W)
(µm)

Contact spacing (L)
(nm)

Contact
material

Heterostructure type

A 3.9 400 Ti/Al HM Ga
B (InAs) 3.9 400 Ti/Al HM Ga
C 3.9 450 NbTiNx LM Ga
D 3.9 550 NbTiNx LM Ga

Table S2. Details of the devices discussed in the main text and Supplementary Informa-

tion

Figure S3. Gate-dependence of SQI patterns. (a)-(c), Differential resistance, dV/dIsd, as a function

of perpendicular magnetic field, Bz, and source-drain current bias, Isd, for several bottom and top gates settings

(device A). (a), For (Vbg, Vtg) = (0, 4.8) V the device has a normal state resistance RN ∼ 900 Ω, an intermediate

value between the deep electron regime and the charge neutrality point. The corresponding current density profile

obtained by reverse Fourier transform [1, 2] (as described in the main text) is shown in (d). It indicates supercurrent

contributions from both the bulk (c.f. Fig. 4(a) in the main text) and the edge modes (c.f. Fig. 4(b) in the main

text). (b), For (Vbg, Vtg) = (0,−0.8) V the device is in the CNP regime, with RN ∼ 5000 Ω. The data shows a

SQUID-like SQI pattern. The corresponding current density profile in (e) is dominated by the edge modes. (c),

For (Vbg, Vtg) = (−0.8,−4.8) V the device is in the hole regime, with RN ∼ 2600 Ω. The corresponding current

density profile is shown in (f). In general, we observe that the SQI pattern becomes SQUID-like, corresponding to

edge-mode-dominated superconducting transport, whenever RN ≥ 900 Ω.
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Figure S4. Even-odd effect in the switching current. (a), dV/dIsd vs. Bz and Isd measured on device A at

(Vbg, Vtg) = (−0.8, 4.8) V. The data show an even-odd alternation of the switching current amplitude, as in Fig. 5 of

the main text, but here measured at different gate settings. We emphasize that this pattern, which effectively doubles

the period of the SQI to 2Φ0, is robust. We observed it across a wide range of gate space (see Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 5(a)

in the main text), as well as in one other device (see Fig. S12(a)). Based on the Dynes and Fulton approach [1, 2], for

a 2π-periodic current-phase relation the observed pattern translates into a current density profile with a third peak

near the device center, as shown in (b). As explained in the main text, this period doubling effect could also result

from the fractional Josephson effect [3–6], which is expected to lead to an SQI periodicity of 2Φ0 for 2D TI helical

edge modes.

Figure S5. SQI pattern over a large magnetic field range. (a), dV/dIsd vs. Bz and Isd measured on device

A at (Vbg, Vtg) = (−0.4,−0.15) V over a larger magnetic field range. The supercurrent oscillations disappear at ±11

mT, which we attribute to the suppression of superconductivity in the contacts. By resolving more SQI oscillations

over a flux range ∆Φ corresponding to ∆Bz ∼ 22 mT, we can enhance the spatial resolution (∼ WΦ0/∆Φ) of the

current density profile in (b). The extracted full width at half maximum of the current density peaks (marked by the

two pairs of arrows) sets an upper bound of ∼ 260 nm for the edge mode width.
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Figure S6. Magnetic-field dependence of the normal state resistance. No magnetic-field dependence is

observed for moderate magnetic fields (device A). (a), RN vs. Vtg and perpendicular field, Bz, for fixed Vbg = −0.8 V.

No change in RN is observed when sweeping Bz from 0 T to 0.8 T. (b)-(d), RN vs. Vbg and Vtg at different magnetic

fields, (Bx, By, Bz) = (0.5, 0, 0.1) T in (b), (1.9, 0, 0) T in (c) and (2.9, 0, 0) T in (d). The RN phase diagram is

almost unchanged between the three fields with increasing in-plane component Bx. This is consistent with the lack

of in-plane magnetic field dependence reported by Du et al. [7] and could be due to a very small effective g-factor of

the edge modes. To the best of our knowledge, this observation is not well described by existing theoretical models.
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Figure S7. Temperature dependence of the critical current. (a)-(e), SQI patterns from device A measured

for T = 16 mK, 40 mK, 70 mK, 100 mK and 130 mK, respectively. The data sets were measured for fixed Vbg = −0.8

V and Vtg = 5.5 V, the same values as for Fig. 5(a) in the main text. No difference is observed between 16 mK and

40 mK. The switching current begins to decrease at 70 mK, which likely indicates an effective junction temperature

between 40 mK and 70 mK while the mixing chamber is at base temperature. At temperatures above ∼ 130 mK, the

switching currents become small, however the even-odd effect is still observed.
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Figure S8. Shapiro steps near the charge neutrality point (CNP). Shapiro steps [8] from device A, at

gates settings Vbg = −0.4 V and Vtg = −0.15 V (RN ∼ 3500 Ω). When microwaves of frequency fRF = 1.288 GHz are

applied, several Shapiro steps develop (numbered −3 to +3 in the figure). This dataset was measured near the CNP,

while the Shapiro steps discussed in the main text (Fig. 3(c)) were measured in the electron regime. A signature of

topological superconductivity is the suppression of the odd-number steps due to the fractional Josephson effect [3–6].

Here, we do not observe such suppression, which could be due to quasiparticle poisoning.
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Figure S9. Line-cuts showing representative I-V curves in the three transport regimes. (a)-(c), I-V

curves from device A measured by sweeping Isd in the two opposite directions at three different gates settings. (a).

(Vbg, Vtg) = (0.1, 5.5) V, (b). (Vbg, Vtg) = (0.1,−1.2) V and (c). (Vbg, Vtg) = (0.1,−5) V. The finite slope around Isd

= 0 in (b) and (c) is likely due to temperature broadening effects, which are more effective at low switching currents.

(d), I-V curve over a large range of Isd. The blue dotted line is a fit for small positive Isd. The I-V curve deviates

from the low-Isd behaviour above V ∼ 250 µV, (see arrow) from which we extract ∆ ∼ 125 µeV in the contacts, as

expected for our Ti/Al material [9]. Since the I-V slopes for low and high Isd differ by less than 10%, we use the slope

at low current bias to extract the normal state resistance, RN.
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Figure S10. Gate-dependence of the switching current. Differential resistance as a function of Isd for device

A at Vbg = 0 V. As in Fig. 3(a) in the main text, when sweeping top gate from electron side through charge neutrality

point to hole side, the switching currents decrease and then increase again. The green line shows the ISWRN product,

which closely follows the switching current, ISW. We note that the ISWRN product is considerably smaller than the

superconducting gap of the Ti/Al contacts, ∆/e ∼ 125 µV. This may indicate a small induced superconducting gap,

∆ind, in the InAs/GaSb quantum well or a large suppression of the switching current, ISW, with respect to the critical

current, Ic, as a result of the electromagnetic environment or thermal activation (note that kBT is of the order of the

ISWRN product).
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Figure S11. Superconducting and normal transport for an S-InAs-S junction. Having induced supercon-

ductivity in the edge modes (see main text), here we investigated the SQI patterns on a similar junction fabricated

on InAs only, where the helical edge modes should be absent. This device (device B) was fabricated by contacting

the uncovered InAs layer with Ti/Al. (a), Schematic layout. (b), Optical microscope image of the device before

topgate deposition. Device B underwent the same fabrication process as InAs/GaSb device A (both are on the same

chip). (c), Normal state resistance as a function of Vbg measured at Bz = 0 using a DC excitation current Isd = 200

nA. The top gate was kept floating due to a disconnected bonding pad. (d), dV/dI as a function of Bz at three Vbg

values marked by 1, 2 and 3 in (c). (e), the corresponding current density profiles, showing a uniform current density

through the bulk of the InAs layer, as expected for this non-topological junction. We see no evidence for edge modes

in InAs, however, completely ruling out the existence of any non-topological edge modes requires gating the device

to resistances above ∼ 900 Ω (see Fig. S3), which could not be achieved due to the onset of backgate leakage for

Vbg < −1.5 V.
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Figure S12. SQI patterns for an S-InAs/GaSb-S junction based on InAs/GaSb grown using a lower

mobility Ga source and contacted with NbTiNx. This device (device C), was fabricated using an InAs/GaSb

quantum well structure grown with a lower mobility Ga source, which suppresses the residual bulk conductivity [10].

Differently from devices A and B, the superconducting contacts are made from 200 nm-thick sputtered NbTiNx, and

have a width of 1 µm. (a), Without any gating, we observe a SQUID-like SQI pattern as a function of Bz (for

RN ∼ 1600 Ω), which corresponds to edge-mode dominated superconducting transport. By analogy with device A,

this suggests that the Fermi level resides in the bulk gap (near the CNP). Similar results were also observed in another

similar device (device D, not shown). Further, we note the presence of an even-odd effect, similar to that observed

in device A (see Fig. 5 and Fig. S4(a)). (b), The corresponding current density profile extracted using a 2π-periodic

current-phase relation. (c), SQUID-like pattern for a larger range in Bz. For Bz > −1.8 mT the pattern shows

switches along the Bz-axis, presumably due to flux depinning in the NbTiNx contacts (the 200 nm contact thickness

is below the London penetration depth of ∼ 250 nm [11] of NbTiNx). The switching behaviour is hysteretic in the

field-sweep direction (not shown), which is consistent with flux-depinning. Despite the switches, it is clear that the

oscillations in (c) show very little attenuation at larger magnetic field amplitudes, consistent with a SQUID behaviour.
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Figure S13. Simulated SQI patterns. Simulation results for a SQUID, assuming a third transport channel

located at a distance ∆x from the center. We use a conventional, 2π-periodic current-phase relation. The inset shows

the current distribution for which the SQI patterns are calculated. The edge and center modes each have a width of

0.25 µm. The central mode has a critical current density 4 times smaller than that of the edges, in order to fit the

measured data. An even-odd effect similar to experimental observations (see Fig. 5(a) in the main text, Fig. S4(a),

and Fig. S12(a)) is obtained for ∆x = 0 µm (third mode exactly in the middle). The effect is not seen in simulations

where ∆x > 0.2 µm. This restricts the position of a possible third channel within ∼ 200 nm from the center. Curves

are offset from each other by 0.12 nA for clarity.
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